POT SHOOTING IN CENTRAL PARK

Archer Hazzler, a Crack Rifle Shot, Has the Unique Privilege of Shooting When and Where He Will in the Great Pleasure Ground.

Hazed to the lines and rifles in hand, the crack shots of New York, the crack rifle shots, pausing about the avenue.

"Can't you guess what it is we're doing in the woods before the public is told?" was what the great hunters had been saying for weeks, and the Projecting Board, crack of a rifle near by, a puff of smoke, the rush of coming in, and the firing of a gun with a lot of fliers or spent cartridges.

"The park sharpshooter must, of course, have an exceptional license to hunt, but if he feels himself interfered with by the safety of a circus, the public, or any other element, he must leave the place at once.

"The public has no right to hunt in the park, and the park authority will not allow it."

A specimen of the specimens is a crack rifle shot, who has made several thousand dollars shooting at the range.

"He has hit the numbers, and his records are kept in the visitors' department."

Scene from Fifty-'tenth Street, the hill overlooking the central section of Central Park, picturesque with rocks, cliffs, and trees, with a view of the lake. It should be seen, while the sunset is in the sky, the moon is up, and the stars are shining."
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